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REDD+ Projects
aka Pilots, Demonstration Projects

• Seek to reduce forest carbon emissions and/or increase 
carbon removals;

• In a geographically defined, sub-national forest area(s);

• In a quantifiable way with intention to report and possibly 
transact forest carbon credits; 

• Starting after COP-13 

• With intention of sharing experiences gained and lessons 
learned.

Why study “projects”?

• Transition phase (short term)
• Countries with low institutional capacity

• Generate funding by appealing to voluntary market

• Test/ demonstrate whether and how REDD+ can be more effective 
than past conservation efforts

• Nested REDD+ system (medium to long term)

• Shape the public dialogue: press coverage, criticism from 
NGOs, etc.

• The only part of REDD+ that actually exists!
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Many shades of REDD+ projects

• Official sub-national demonstration activities that are 
“undertaken with approval of host” and constitute “a step 
towards the development of national approaches” 
(FCCC/SBSTA/2/CP.13). 

• Market real, additional, verifiable carbon credits. 

• Conservation projects re-tooled to tap new source of 
finance.

• Payments for ecosystem services with rewards(often 
monetary) contingent and guaranteed upon performance 
(often judged by a single outcome measure, e.g. forest 
cover). 

Range of REDD+ projects
Scale
Communities States/provinces

Reduce carbon emissions from …
• Planned deforestation by external agents
• Mosaic deforestation by local agents
• Frontier deforestation (by external agents who become local)

Permanent right to the carbon
• Concessions
• Partner with protected areas or communities
• Purchase land

Goal
• Generate carbon credits to sell in voluntary or future compliance market
• Contribute to and demonstrate reductions in carbon emissions
• Test and learn from different approaches to reducing emissions
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To learn from projects, 
we need to evaluate projects!

Key challenge: establishing the counterfactual

• What would happen to GHG emissions, forest quality, and 
local/ regional welfare without the REDD+ projects?

Other challenges

• Defining and measuring indicators

• Tracking process and long-term impacts

• Defining scope (off-site impacts)

“Pre-REDD+” Projects
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Impact evaluation of “Pre-REDD+”

• Methods
• Not described clearly

• Not consistent across carbon and socio-economic outcomes 

• Socio-economic
• Often do not use quantitative measures

• Counterfactual generally not specified

• When there is a counterfactual (e.g., implicitly use a historical 
baseline), it is inconsistent with counterfactual for carbon

• Leakages are not considered

Lack of impact evaluation of “Pre-REDD+”

• Why?
• Carbon projects, so focus on carbon - but controversy often 

centers on the socio-economic impacts.

• AIJ projects – unrealized hope that would become eligible for CDM

• First pilot projects – so “hard enough” to launch the project

• The good news:
• Informed current standards for forest carbon projects (VCS, CCBA) 

but not in a very transparent or systematic way
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Guide to Learning about Livelihood 
Impacts of REDD+ Projects

Before the project

Design an experiment: randomly select which areas will 
receive intervention first

Collect baseline data in areas in project and ‘control’ areas

Assess and document process of selecting sites and people  
for project

Assess and document how interventions actually implemented    
on the ground 
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Cataloging REDD+ Projects

Key question

• Where are there not projects?
• Village level

• Project level
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Site selection

International proponents suggest

• Deforestation and degradation (current and threatened)

• Carbon density (peatlands in Indonesia)

• Protected areas (“co-benefits”)

Not random!

Need to understand distribution in order to

evaluate these projects

draw lessons for scaling up


